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Brief and objectives: 

Our client, Crown Paints, was relaunching its Sandtex Trade X-Treme X-Posure masonry 

paint product, to ensure customers understood the key message of its 20 year durability, 

even in the most challenging weather conditions. 

We wanted to highlight its durability and ease application, and the richness of the colours. 

We set about searching for a visually impactful case study that would encapsulate 

everything we wanted Sandtex customers to understand about the paint. 

The repainting of the historic Happisburgh Lighthouse in June 2018 was the perfect canvas 

to show the brand at its best: the red and white bands would show the depth of colour, and 

the exposed location and extreme weather conditions the structure has to endure were proof 

of the long-lasting qualities of the paint. 

We had found our hook, and wanted to make the most of it by achieving at least 50 pieces of 

coverage and reaching 10,000 people across Sandtex’s social media channels – which we 

had taken over in May 2018 and which were still in their infancy at this point. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

When Sandtex X-Treme X-Posure was selected for the repainting of the historic 

Happisburgh Lighthouse, we identified this as the opportunity we needed to showcase the 

product to its full potential – and our client Crown Paints gave us free rein to craft an 

impactful campaign to celebrate this unique project. 

The Friends of Happisburgh Lighthouse charity, which organised the repainting project gave 

us their full backing to get the word out. 

We knew that the visual impact of the lighthouse, with its striking red and white bands, would 

be the key to unlocking the full potential of the project. 

Operating on the principle that ‘a picture is worth 1,000 words’ we proposed that we secure 

high-quality photography of the lighthouse during and after the repainting job. 



With a dramatic location, the right weather conditions, and a unique subject, we knew that 

photography would be the main driver of coverage. 

Close liaison with the charity and the decorating contractor, P H Hairsine & Sons, showed 

that there was a short window of opportunity when the lighthouse repaint would be in 

progress and we decided to maximise the opportunity. 

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

Our in-house video and photography team was crucial: their skilfully-shot film and 

photography showed off the painting process up-close and captured the end result in all its 

glory with some dramatic drone footage. 

As well as ascending to the very top of the lighthouse to capture impressive ‘in progress’ 

images of the decorators working with the paint, the team returned to the site once the 

paintwork was complete to shoot the finished project on a beautiful summer’s day. The 

images are spectacular: the perfect demonstration of the paint’s ability to not only protect but 

to transform a building’s exterior substrate. 

 

Delivery: 

With the impressive images edited and ready for use, the Harris PR engine picked up the 

pace. 

Our senior PR manager Liz Dutton co-ordinated our efforts with the Friends of Happisburgh 

Lighthouse to ensure that the Sandtex X-Treme X-Posure name was front-and-centre of all 

publicity around the repainting. We created a press release that cleverly focused on the 

lighthouse project, positioning the product as the secondary message – ensuring a broad 

appeal. 

We co-ordinated our efforts with the Friends of Happisburgh Lighthouse to maximise our 

reach, securing regional and trade coverage – including slots on local broadcast news. 

Social media manager Karla Lopez Crowley created a well-crafted campaign to ensure the 

images were spread far and wide across Sandtex’s Twitter and Facebook channels. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
• In total, we achieved 138 pieces of coverage – all of which used our ‘hero image’ and 

which mentioned the paint brand by name 

• A grand total of 275,000 readers saw our press coverage, across online and 

traditional media 

• The Happisburgh Lighthouse video led the way on Sandtex’s social media, 

outperforming all other posts 

• We reached over 18,000 people on Twitter, and 20,000 on Facebook – this was 

organic reach, with no boosting budget allocated 



• Sandtex’s social media followers increased by 20% per cent as a result of the 

campaign. 

 

Budget and campaign impact:  

The total video and photography cost was £1,965. 

In addition to this, the PR and social media campaign was managed as part of the monthly 

social media fee of £6,500 – we allocated 24 hours to the campaign, across two months, 

equating to £1,115 in total. 

The impact of the campaign was wide-reaching, with Sandtex now being specified in more 

and more projects where durability and colour are key. Our client feedback was 

exceptionally positive, with the lighthouse also becoming a hero image internally at Crown 

Paints, featuring regularly in the company’s quarterly internal marketing results report. 

 


